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The Faroe Islands
Go all the way to the top of Scotland and a few miles away,
just across Scapa Flow, and clearly in view (on a clear day...)
are the Orkneys, a cluster of most interesting islands. From
the north end of the Orkneys one can just glimpse the
Shetlands (I am told)which are quite a bit further north. All
these are now Scotland, but in the Middle Ages they were
Norwegian. Then there is a much bigger gap, a lot more
bleak open sea, and one comes to the Faroes, which have
long been (and a little uneasily remain) Danish. In the 16th
century the Danes tried to sell them to Henry VIII, but the
deal didn't work out, although we did take them over for a
while in World War II, and first gave the right for a Faroese
flag to be flown on their vessels.They were very grateful for
this - it is still celebrated annually as Flag Day - and in return
we got lots of fish.
The 18 Islands form quite a dense cluster - an archipelago
(lovely word) - dissected by what are in effect fjords, often running north-west to south-east. Some islands are so
close that there are bridges between them, others are linked by recent undersea tunnels. Their geology is fairly
homogenous; basalt lavas, a surviving remnant of once a-much-larger outpouring. They may once have been, as
Iceland is now, on the mid-Atlantic ridge but have been carried away east by the inexorable sea-floor spreading that
is all-too-slowly distancing us from the United States. Their valley sides (and valley sides make up the greatest
proportion of the land surface) are typically at around 45 degrees with the more resistant lavas making vertical steps
much like limestones do in the Yorkshire Dales. The whole archipelago is said to be tilting to the south-east: this is
very evident in the landscapes, as in that direction the terrain becomes relatively subdued (eg around Torshavn) but
further north-west everything gets much more exciting, probably more so than any other coast in Europe. Here the
crests of the long ridges between the valleys and fjords rise to ice-sculpted horns and aretes, hardly on an Alpine
scale but very satisfying nevertheless. Were this the Lake District (and the scale is much the same, the highest peak
is 880m) the spikiness would have badly scared Alfred Wainwright. The biggest cliffs of all come where the ridgeends are chopped by the Atlantic into vertiginous walls of 500 m and more, sheer enough to give even seagulls
vertigo.

1 An optimistic trip: the journey out
Tea time departure, train to Newcastle and the metro to the airport, behaversacked and with trundle cases. Prompt
flight in a not very big aeroplane, enlivened by aurora all along northern horizon, green, irregular flares and odd
searchlight-like vertical shafts of light (almost impossible to photograph). Gone again by touchdown in Copenhagen,
into the land that gives us pastries, blue cheese,and, a millennia or so ago, thugs with big horny helmets and battle
axes -oh, and I forgot, Lego. Very plush modern train three stops into central station, then trundle to hotel, only two
or three blocks but they are big blocks here so it was best part of a mile, met offspring and spouse in hotel which is
called Wakeup Copenhagen; this is because it is right beside the railway with noisy trains passing every fifteen
seconds all night. No, a better choice would have been the Gotosleep Copenhagen, but that was dearer. Sticky
room as well.

Sunny morning, sallied out into the city streets; in the old
centre pedestrians and in particular cyclists are gaining the
edge over motor vehicles. Found our way to the Round
Tower, a really interesting mid-17th century structure, at
the west end of a church but highly original. Ascent is by a
spiral brick-paved ramp, dodging packs of shrieking kiddy
winks careering up or down. Two thirds of the way up is a
doorway qinto what was once a library, extending the full
length of the church below, then above that another one
into the roof where the bells are hung. Then, just before
the ramp finally changes to a stair, a little tunnel into the open central shaft that rises the full height of the tower
(down which a choirboy once fell but escaped more or less unscathed) . The tower was actually built as an
observatory, from which all sorts of erudite measurements were taken; great views -Copenhagen seems to go on
forever, lots of towers and spires although all brick and post-1600. Then more urban navigation to the Amber
Museum, all very pretty and very very expensive: you actually pay even more for the bits with dead insects stuck in
them.
Finally to Christiansborg, the great moat-girt fortress/palace where the city began. The present complex of Classical
buildings is little more than a century old and the fifth of a succession, each having been erased from the landscape
before the next was built. In subterranean spaces beneath the present building one can inspect the ruins of the first
two, the 12th century bishop's castle (apparently made 'more frightening' by having the heads of his enemies stuck
on stakes in front of its walls - these early Scandinavians favoured a muscular brand of Christianity) and it's later 14th
century replacement. This in turn was replaced by an 18th century palace that got burned down in 1794...'it's
successor suffered an identical fate in 1884.
Gathered trundle cases and back to the station for 1530 and smooth silent train back to airport, to experience the
foulest tuna sandwich yet, full of horrible green feathery fronds and with the tuna itself smothered in pepper so as
to erase all tunic taste. Boarded plane for
Faroes, handed card welcoming us to 'the
Unbelievable Eclipse' which is about par
for the current weather forecast which
prophesies unremitting cloud and rain....
2. To the Islands
Plane drops in low over darkening is
landscape with big black cliffs and sea
creaming far below then touches down
on bleak plateau before runway suddenly
slaloms downhill demanding impressive
steering skills from pilot before thankfully
slowing by airport building at the bottom.

Welcome to the Faroes, where we all know folk wrestle whales (with their bare hands) and live in wind-blasted turf
huts. Life will not be easy here.
We have arranged to pick up our hire car from the airport car park. Slight problems. E mail says it is a blue Berlingo
reg JP 215. Fruitless search, in dark. Does this one feel like a Berlingo? But is it blue? Eventual phone call to company.
They have not told us but our car is now a red Xantia... Silly us, we should have guessed. At last, find it (keys in glove
box). It is old and well used. Rain. The windscreen wipers fail after two wipes. We are following Niels who owns the
turf hut where we are staying. a glance at the map suggests this is about 10 km from airport.. In fact it is 60, up and
down mountains, through tunnels. Still raining, very hard to see without wipers. Lights everywhere, the place seems
a lot more settled than we expected. At last to turf hut, which transforms into a luxurious modern well appointed
and warm house with wifi, and five bathrooms... (Neils and family live here but have moved into their second
home so we can stay). Sleep.
3 Thursday 19 March
Dismal wet morning. Rang hire company. Bring car to Torshavn and they will swop it for a Mazda. 50km drive,
desperate when rain heavy, vast queue of irate honkers behind. However arrived, met hire guy OK and are
presented with an elderly Volvo...
More of this saga later.
Torshavn
Torshavn is the capital city of the Faroes, la bit like Tobermory Megan says, odd mixture of the modern and
functional and archaic timber houses on basalt rubble basements and turf roof: one of these had a tiny sign on its
door saying 'prime ministers office'. Pottered around, Fisk and kips for lunch, then PF and Meg went out on a RIB to
circumnavigate Nolsoy, small Faroe with impressive bird cliffs a few km out to the east. Very bouncy ride, and
constant rain, so quite taxing tourism. Landed to see the island's village, with a big whalebone arch and an attractive
church.
A Faroese cross slab!
Back to Torshaven, and on south west to
Kirkjubour and St Mungo's Cathedral, the shell of a
church of c1300, a simple rectangle with a northeast chapel but thick-walled and of quite
impressive dimensions, although it's upper walls
largely concealed in protective but highly
unaesthetic boxes of metal plate, hopefully only
temporary. Just to the west is the former bishop's
house, claimed to be 11th century and the oldest
inhabited timber house in the world.However, like
the hammer that has had five heads and six
handles, it has the feel of having been restored out
of all authenticity; barely a timber looks of any age.
The stone basement seems old and has one roundarched door, but could be late medieval. Nearby is
the parish church, ancient in its masonry but all
else renewed -but it does have a cross slab! Fixed upright against the east wall north of the altar, it looks very like an
English floor stone, incised cross with concave steps to base (head all gone) and black letter marginal inscription,
only the odd word remaining.

At last we find our Berlingo
Headed off north-west to optimistically seek eclipse-viewing sites for the morrow. Paused to photograph an
impressive waterfall, and there it was,parked in front of us in a layby, JP 215, our missing Berlingo! In the hands of
three friendly Bavarian eclipse hunters. And we learned its story... They had arrived yesterday morning, and

hired....the red Xantia. They had been highly unimpressed; lots of its functions failed to function, so they returned it,
and were given our Berlingo instead. Although this did not really make them happy bunnies, because it's clutch was
now slipping. So what is happening is that every decrepit vehicle on the islands is being patched up and hired out (at
extravagant rates) to hapless eclipsophiles Note. All we have found wrong with the Volvo so far is that it has no main
beam.
The wild North West
All the Faroes seem to geologically monolithic - basalt lavas, laid horizontally, resulting in stepped hillsides and
striated sea cliffs. The ridges between the valleys and long arms of the sea rise to rugged peaks, but nothing exceeds
900m, so we are talking Lake District in general scale,although most rise straight from sea level. Up to now low cloud
had hidden the upper slopes from our view, but as we headed north-west the sky began to clear as the dramatic
rampart I of Atlantic-facing cliffs hove into view. Our road end at Tjornuvik, a long descent to a black beech looking
out to a dramatic backdrop of vertical basalt and sea stacks, then back round the fjord to Eydi (which seems to be
the place eclipse gazers will head for tomorrow) and over a twisting mountain pass, high amongst snowy crags, to
Funningur in the gathering dusk.
Return to Strendur: Address Unknown
Being led here in a rainstorm last night in a windscreenwiperless car, not surprisingly a few of the twists and turns on
the final approach to the house had not been accurately memorised; a worried half hour ensued with lots of threepoint turns escaping cul-de-sacs and disturbing innocent Faroese about their dinners by the approach of a strange
vehicle... Eventual relocation, relief
4 Friday 20 March Obscured by Clouds
To be honest, much as expected. Cruel last minute weather forecast of clear skies raised false hopes of eclipse
viewing. Up at 6.00 and off to Eydi, and up a hill. Fine views down onto wild coastline with a great waterfall pouring
over the cliff and alongside it, surreally out of place, a football ground...football seems to be an obsession
hereabouts, with verified green AstroTurf so lurid as to be (probably) visible from the moon. Hopes raised by patch
of blue sky offshore which seemed to be moving in....but then suddenly all was cloud. The accelerating tidal wave of
darkness, when it came, was still strange and impressive, and the return of light after two minutes of Stygian gloom
as swift as someone turning up a dimmer switch. Wildlife note. Local oystercatchers went about their business
uninterrupted, to judge from their squeaks and
whistles (as indeed local oysters may have, but
since they neither squeak nor whistle, who can
tell?) Moon safely out of the way, sun emerged
as we drove back, only briefly as then fog rolled
in; this place certainly has climate, which
whoever plans eclipses should really have taken
into account. One or two lucky people on Faroes
glimpsed totality through random rifts in the
cloud, but on the whole the only people who saw
the celestial spectacle properly were either in
aircraft above the cloud, or millionaires who
could afford to go to Svalbord (further north off
Norwegian coast).
Return to house to doze and lunch, PF with
headache.

Sallied forth again late afternoon, to Torshavn again (if we could go in a straight line it would be about 10 km, as it is
it is about 60) deviating by a high-level route which took us through snowy places up amidst the clouds. In Torshavn
into big supermarket complex, all very plush with just the odd strangeness - an art exhibit in the form of a huge
dangling ball of stuffed seagulls, for instance - there is clearly a lot of money around here, probably from North Sea
Oil. Then to the Eclipse concert, by the Faroese Symphony Orchestra, where we had front-row seats. They were

really very good, some Bartok first with a brilliant piano player and then, appropriately for the non-event of the day,
the Planets suite. Drive back on surprisingly busy roads, straining eyes for auroric glows but nothing more than street
lights on the omnipresent clouds.

5 Saturday 21st March. Vestmanna. Sanguinary Sagacity
Vestmanna means the place of the West Men, ie those from the British Isles. Norwegians and Danes were the East
Men.Once more the fast-becoming-familiar road towards Torshavn, but deviated to the west coast for Streymoy to
Vestmanna, where we had booked in for the twin attractions of a Saga Heritage centre and a boat trip to see the bird
cliffs. Grey skies and soon rain, as usual. Heritage centre one of those where mannequins enact historical scenarios
and a headset educates one as to what they are all about. Ghoulish to the point of hilarity. A dozen scenes, the first a
Celtic monk (kneeling, devoutly clutching an unlikely Celtic cross and a rosary) and another, an opulent medieval lady
who owned the Faroes, were sadly deficient as regards violence, gore, torture, pestilence and dismembered body
parts (and screams and groans on the sound track). However, the remainder more than compensated for this
omission... The horribler the history the more the punters come I suppose. Historically life here was clearly nasty,
brutish and short, a bit of an unfair perception as regards the present inhabitants (some of whom are quite tall).
Then an odd serve-yourself buffet lunch in a packed cafeteria, during which staff occasionally brought out foodstuffs
to replenish generally-empty trays,upon which the gathered bird cliff trippers then fell like hungry gannets. One had
to virtually resort to fisticuffs to gain a handful of croutons. Mostly local produce, although the oranges puzzled us a
bit; maybe they come from one of the more southerly islands.
Meat on the Ledge
Boarded boat, and waited whilst more and more folk arrived until every seat was taken inside and on the open deck,
and puttered forth onto the Atlantic along the very foot of increasingly vertiginous cliffs. Birds were relatively
absent, but the cliffs themselves more than made up for their lack. There were, however, sheep. Faroese sheep
seem to come various shades of black, brown and grey, and are quite attractive in a sheepy kind of way, with
coloured collars and quite personable faces. However, they have some remarkable attributes. They can live on
vertical cliff faces, or at least on tiny sloping ledges to which a few blades of grass cling. Pasture cannot be wasted!
Sometimes farmers abseil half way down the cliffs (which are 600m high in places) to leave their sheep on a few
square metres of sloping herbage, popping back every six months or so to indulge in the sport of extreme sheep
shearing, or gather in the hapless beasts when their muttonic destiny beckons. We were told that these practices
make no sense today, but are still carried out in deference to long-established tradition....
At times the boat threaded its way
through narrow inlets, around stacks
and through natural arches, whilst
basalt soared upwards to infinity, all
the while heaving on a surging
turquoise sea exploding in cascades of
white foam all around. All those on
deck had to wear yellow helmets, in
case of falling sheep. The rain
thrashed down; those outside needed
to be very waterproof indeed, and
photography was almost impossible
with rivulets and droplets everywhere.
Nevertheless the vessel managed to
return without (we think) significant
losses bar the odd yellow helmet
bobbing behind. When we docked we
were invited to enter the local school
for coffee and waffles (the kids were raising funds for a trip to Barcelona, maybe to gather more oranges) which was

very pleasant. PFR bought a wool eclipse (precisely that; little woollen model like an eclipsed sunflower on a stalk) as
a memento. Tried to dry camera on car heater vent.

6 Sunday 22nd March. Church and churchythings
Church (for elderly Ryders but not the godless young), twenty minute walk down the hill, cloudy bright, only
occasional drizzle. Traditional timber Sjovar Kirkja , dated 1834 and dark-stained wood (except for white bell turret)
on whitewashed rubble plinth, grass roof. Evangelical Lutheran by label, 80% Faroese claim to belong (after that 15%
are Brethren which doesn't leave much for anyone else). Building three quarters full with around 80, most arrived at
last minute, back filled faster than front. Clanking bell announces beginning and end of service. Wide range in both
age and dress styles, chancel with attractive open work screen which choir and lady vicar (all smart casual dress, not
a vestment in sight) go behind,then close central opening with a horizontal timber that doubles up as a book rest
which vic5 hymns, all old, we followed the words but a lot sound, to English ears, nothing like what is written as
perceived by English eyes. Bar one sung piece not on the hymn board (perhaps a Gloria) no other liturgy or
congregational participation, not even a Lord's Prayer. Lady vicar the only voice, quite long sermon, read
expressively but of course unintelligible to us. And all very straight, no jokes, no smiles. We sat for the hymns and
stood for the Scriptures, which at least we could follow as an enquiry beforehand by EL resulted in us finding the
readings, so we could follow them in English on her tablet. Folk friendly if spoken to, but no one greeting on door
either in or out. At the end the congregation filed out in a very orderly manner, pew by pew. It would have been nice
to talk to someone. Culture here, meaning people's collective tick-tock, their perception of how things should be
done, is probably more different than the surface veneer of European Modernity would suggest.
A further thought. The Bible was only
translated
into
Faroese
in
the
1960s....prior to that Danish was seen as
the proper language for something as
serious as religion, and proper is
important here; there is clearly a deep
conservatism around (as we saw
yesterday in the sheep on ledges
business). The Lutheran church seems to
have been much more authoritarian than
our Anglican one and more successful in
suppressing dissent, so that Scandinavia
does not have our rich variety of
nonconformity.
The
spiritual
environmental niche taken by our
Methodists, Baptists et al is here more or
less the sole property of what are
generally referred to as ' Plymouth
Brethren', a term arousing instant concern
in English ears - however to us 'Plymouth' is synonymous with 'Exclusive' whilst here it simply refers to the whole
Brethren movement, which did begin in Plymouth. A little research shows that the brethren here are what we would
term 'Open', more like evangelical Baptists. They began with the Wesley-like labours of. a Scots evangelist in the
19th century and have played a very positive part in society and in a lot of the moves towards Faroese nationhood,
'punching above their weight' like the early Quakers.
Weather then deteriorated further, low cloud, thrashing rain, so killed time in house, far too nasty without.
Claustrophobia eventually forced old ones out for a stumble and slither around the local landscape, currently in midtransformation between bleak fell side and posh suburb, with sprawling bungaloids alternating with new roads,
building sites and swathes of boggy moor. Forecast better for tomorrow..
7 Monday 23rd March. Kalsoy

At last a day when we glimpsed the sun, with only the odd horizontal sleet storm (and at one point a full snow
blizzard). Kalsoy is one of the northernmost islands, long thin and really a steep-sided ridge rising straight from the
ocean.
You get there from Klaksvik, on Bordoy, which itself is gained by a long undersea tunnel. Klaksvik is a modern town,
second only to Torshavn. The Kalsoy ferry takes 20 minutes; there is an occasional bus service on the island but it
does not link to the 10.00 ferry which we took, so the car went with us, which turned out to be just as well. You land
at the south end of the island. It's west side is unremitting crag and cliff, it's east has a series of hanging combes,
some with tiny villages; the route between them used to include scaling precipitous ridges, but there are now four

road tunnels - these and the elongate shape of the island give Kalsoy its nickname of 'the flute'. The tunnels are
single track (with passing places) and only minimally lit. The last one, which takes one to the hamlet of Trollauns, is
over 2km long. We park here, beside a surreally-luxurious public toilet which includes a heated rest room and
kitchen, with coffee-making equipment (but sadly no coffee). The lure of Trollauns is the lighthouse on the north end
of the island, 2 km beyond the village. The route is not
obvious; up a soggy track to a red gate,then straight
ahead up quite a steep gully, easy but slippery in places.
At the top is an area of ruined sheep shelters then
around the east flank of the mountain towering above,
gently up, until the (quite tiny) lighthouse hoves into
view, sitting it seems on a grassy mound. Only as one
gets close the scenery resolves into wondrous spectacle.
The high mountain on the west ends abruptly in a
vertical black cliff dropping straight to the sea 600m or
so below, and the lighthouse itself proves to be perched
on the edge of about half that amount of vertical
infinity.A grass-topped ridge goes on a couple of
hundred metres beyond - this is where the classic photos
of the lighthouse are taken from, but they do not show
the giddying drops on either side. Once glance was enough to provoke serious vertigo...... The panorama along the
coast is stunning, headland after headland receding into the distance; apparently seven of e Islands are visible. The
landscape is very like Iceland's western fjords, the same layer-cake of lavas sliced by glaciers, fire once meets ice
later.
Almost but not quite escaped the rain; it came sluicing down just as we got back to Trollauns. Then back through
tunnel to the next village, Mikladalur, perched perhaps 150 m above the sea, with steep ramps and flights of steps
leading down to the shore. Rusting remains of an aerial rope way by which stuff was hauled up from below, and a
boathouse at the top of a long flight of steps which must have provided a bumpy launch. On the rock-cut platform a
modern statue of a unclad lady wearing a sealskin round one foot, bright blue (as we would have been if similarly
attired), but matching the extraordinary turquoise in the heaving sea beyond. It is all to do with a legend (found in
Scotland as well) of a local guy who married a woman who was really a seal, and things, unsurprisingly, did not really
work out. Other interesting things here: red bands in foot of basalt cliff, probably ash layers, fine waterfalls over cliff,
and by stream above fall, a remarkable little water mill with a horizontal wheel, very like ones PFR has seen in
Bosnia.Continuing south Husar, right by the road, has an attractive church although it is no older than 1930, and, on
the hill above the ferry, Syoradalur has a memorial to relate to local folk lost at sea at various times; fishing boasts
sinking, egg collectors falling off the bird cliffs..... Traditional occupations here were all distinctly risky. Pleasant ferry
ride back, noting aquasheep grazing on seaweed at the foot of cliffs, and sundry avian feathered friends.

Aurora Invisiblis
MW in particular desperate to see the aurora, so sallied forth mid evening when a few clear patches of starry sky
appeared. They did not last long. Parked in a lay by a few km north of Strendur and peered, was there a vague green
glow in north, low-grade aurora behind clouds perhaps? Tried to photograph it, but the necessary
60 sec exposures kept getting interrupted by approaching car headlights. Drove further north, to find snowstorm and
then fog. Gave up.
However, wretched weather forecast said clear sky at 3.00 am. Alarm set. Off again PF sweating and snuffling with
dire cold. Back to the layby, no cars now, no hint of aurora either. Maybe tomorrow, our last chance.
( by the way whilst up here in the cloudy north we have missed the best aurora at home for ages...)
8. Tuesday 24th March A final sunny evening amidst scenic splendour
Slow start, a bit weary after the gadding-about of the night before. Back yet again to Torshavn, 70 very familiar km
now, to revisit their Faroan Metro Centre equivalent, then a buffet lunch, after which youngsters left to shop and
oldsters back to Kirkjubour, this time in glorious sunshine. EL sat and meditated on beach whilst PF drew the
medieval cross slab. Beautiful views south to Koltur, a small island, one mountain with a level bit at one end with a
deserted village on it. Then back to Torshavn to gather young who had discovered the local alcohol store; there are
pretty strict controls on the stuff here,
anything other than a very weak beer is
only available from half a dozen official
outlets, only opening for limited hours.
Threaded our way out through rush hour
traffic.
On way back deviated north to
Funningur, then up the mountain pass
again, high on which a road heads north
to Gjogv ( pronounce that.....) a very
picturesque village looking out onto the
Atlantic breakers rolling in, with across
the fjord a long rampart of vertical cliffs.
Sheep were everywhere, grazing
amongst the houses and even picking
their way across the foreshore,
presumably to seek seaweed. Then back
up to the pass again, which threads it's
way around the flanks of Slaettaratindur,
at 880m the highest peak in the island and seemingly quite an easy climb from the top of the road which must gain
at leasti half this height. Descended west to Eydi as the sun sank beneath the horizon, camera shutters steaming.A
good last evening.
In an ideal world we should have finished with a stunning display of the northern lights. In fact they had been turned
off for recharging; not a glimmer
9. Leaving the Faroes
Rose horribly early, and west to the airport at Vagaries planted (by the Brits in World War II) in the only possible
spot to create a runway on these rugged islands, and even that took extensive ground works. Big queues because
the conveyor-belt thing for luggage had seized up. Away an hour late, across fairly cloudy seas (some claimed to spot
the Shetlands, others gazed in vain) to the vastness of Copenhagen airport and a tedious enforced sojourn.
Youngsters all departed south, old Ryders flew north to Stockholm. Airport with pink marble slab floors, some blocks
with Orthoceratids seen in section! PF excited, stops to photograph disrupting stampede of trundlecase draggers.
More hours to kill and loos to queue for. Finally two-Soduku flight in smaller aeroplane with propellers to Visby, and
taxi to our hotel. Glimpse interesting things in passing. Weary. Three flights in a day is too much.

Part II Gotland
10 26 March. Visby. Antiquarian Overload.
Awoke, downstairs to brekkers of the healthy unfried Scandinavian form, then
sallied forth onto the quiet and picturesque streets of what proves to be a
remarkable town. But first a word about where we are. Visby is on the west
coast of Gotland (which some think is where the Goths come from), a big island
in the Baltic about 50 km off the Swedish coast, made of juicily-fossiliferous
Silurian marls and limestones. It has a chequered history. Man has been here a
long time; there is a tradition of 'Picture Stones', slabs, some very large, with
lightly incised patterns and pictures, only really visible if coloured in (so most of
the examples in the Museum have been repigmented, although this is not
something experts today will do). Not surprisingly it has Vikings, but the place
really got going in the 12th century when it became the capital of the Hanseatic
League, a medieval multinational trading outfit whose markets ranged far to
the east and south. Lots of Germans moved in. They built the city walls, 3.5 km
long, largely to keep out the local peasants, who were progressively denied
trading rights and unhappy about it. The peasants did not have the best of
times when, as if the Black Death in 1350 had not been bad enough, in 1361 the King of Denmark invaded and
slaughtered them outside the city walls, the hoi polloi within having locked the gates. This may have all been pre arranged. The Danes then formally took the city but negotiated with its inhabitants, leaving peacefully with trading
agreements signed....
(The King was called Valdemar, uncannily reminiscent of 'Voldemort' in Harry Potter.....)
However, Visby's Golden Age was over; it fell into the hands of some rather dubious outfits including the
wonderfully-named 'Piratical Victual Brothers' (great name for a band). In 1525 its merchants fell out with folk from
Lubbeck in Germany, who came across and burned half the city, including many of its churches; these were never
restored as the Reformation came along a few years later and rendered them superfluous. However, whereas in
England they would have been cannibalised for building materials, their ruins survive to render this place a paradise
for the medieval ecclesiologist.

We began the day with a walk around the walls; the area of the triple ditches outside remains open greensward,
permitting a pleasant promenade and excellent views. The walls are the reason Visby has been designed a World
Heritage Site; virtually intact but just a bit ragged and ruinous, they feel much more authentic than the over-restored
eincentes of Carcasonne or even York. Lofty towers, square below and octagonal above, rise high above the wall,
whilst smaller saddle towers are carried on arches springing from big corbels within and without,some now propped
by big 19th century girders which are now art-history objects in themselves.
Mural circumnavigation complete, retired to the Museum to be informed and edified. PF enquires in the archives
department as to the use of cross slabs hereabouts, to find that there were a few, mostly late medieval,floor stones

with crosses, but that these more commonly bore heraldry or incised effigies; emblems, such as we find in England,
do not seem to be known (but, see next paragraph). Also hired a key for various ruins within the walls..
S Karin. Roofless church, aisles with canted eastern apse, of Franciscan friary. Cloister site on south (see 28 March).
The church has an odd western annexe, vaulted, as well as remains of what appears to have been a later tower built
into the western bay of the nave; also arches that carried the vault survive, so an impressive place. Several
interesting floor stones, including one with a simple cross above a large pair of shears.
S Lars (Laurence). Romanesque. Intriguing plan,
central body with salient angles and four equal
arms, the western a tower and the eastern
apsidal. Inside various galleries stepping up and
down inside the walls (right)
Drottan. Largely Romanesque again, once-aisled
nave with outer south chapel, added later, with
vault. West tower with mural stairs on both
north and south leading to upper chamber with
big arched opening looking down into nave,
perhaps the equivalent of the squire's pew?
Helge Ands (Holy Spirit) Church. Another
remarkable plan, an octagonal tower nave and
an apse-ended chancel. The nave is twostoreyend, each level with four big columns,
although the upper has now lost parts of its vault. Once again there are two separate mural stairs leading to the
upper chamber, which has a central octagonal well in its floor dropping into the one below.
St Gertrude. Humble little later medieval ruin, simple rectangle in plan.
St Nicholas Church. Another big aisled Gothic building, this one belonging to a Dominican friary. It retains its vaults a series of shallow domes - and has obvious traces of a former cloister on the north. The west end is very
fine,typically Baltic Gothic, with some decorative brick. Sadly closed out of season.
St Clement. Romanesque, square nave, west tower with mural stairs, apsidal chancel. Locked; reported to have 12th
century grave slabs.
St Olaf. Now in a park, ivied ruin of western tower, with mural stair on each side to an upper chamber (not
accessible), the rest gone apart from the base of the south jamb of the chancel arch.
The reason for such a multitude of churches was not, it appears, the piety of the inhabitants but rather than the
different national groups who made up the population each demanded one of their own...
Finally to Kruttornet, a big square 12th century tower incorporated in the later seaward-facing city wall, and in more
recent centuries used as a gunpowder store. Such windows are existed were all shuttered, and, as there was no
light,the interior with its mural stairs and galleries had to be explored more or less by feel, a slightly hazardous
procedure.
Camera battery died after c200 piccies today. Returned key. Evening meal in restaurant in the basement of one of
the dozens of 13th or 14th century warehouses houses that survive, with stepped gables to the street rising five or
six storeys , very typical of other Baltic ports like Tallinn.
Over-excited. Glass of wine. Calm down....

11 27 March Gotland. A day out amongst its Wonders.
Hired a car for the day, VW Vento (? Polo size) on its
3rd time round clock, scratched and scruffy but it was
fine. First south a few km down coast to Ygne, fossil
locality listed in an excellent local fossil guide
'Sunstones and Catskulls' we bought yesterday (these
are both local names for distinctive fossil corals).
Silurian marls, very fossiliferous, mostly corals. No
need for hammer, you just whistle and they jump out
to greet you.
Satiated in an hour, then struck out east across
Gotland. Pancakian flat landscape, plenty of trees,
villages every few km, with old parish churches.But
what churches! The product of the same history I
related yesterday. Prosperous communities built them
in the years before it all went wrong, mostly in the
12th century,in a Romanesque style of which elements
are more akin to our Saxon rather then Norman. Virtually all are simple three-cell plans (although some are quite
big) - west tower, nave and chancels, sometimes with an additional square or apsidal sanctuary as well.The towers
are wonderful, some with side galleries at mid-height (we saw yesterday in Visby how the medieval builders loved
straight mural stairs and galleries), some raised to dizzying heights in the 13th century) and all with pyramidal roofs
or spires of varying forms. The doorways, round-arched or Gothic, can be large and of many orders, having jamb
shafts with splendid carved capitals, and variously-cusped tympani or inner arches. Some have their 12th century
naves rebuilt in the 13th re-using older decorative stonework such as sections of arcaded eaves cornice, or panels
with beasts. At Bro an intact 5th century picture stone has been re-used in outer face of a chamber on the south of
the tower, a magnificent specimen with a 'whirling sun' above two smaller ornamented discs, and a ship being rowed
across the bottom (to tow the sun back overnight so that it could rise again in the east next morning....)
Then, after the horrors of 1361, nothing happened - the churches all stayed as they were. The Reformation seems to
have been fairly gentle; many medieval statues etc survive, and the 17th century gave us pulpits, pews and altars,
almost always colourfully painted, in folk-art styles, so the churches are packed with what is here termed 'inventory'
- fittings and furnishings - far more so than ours, which have suffered iconoclasm and Victorians.
The churches we looked at were:
Trakumla. (Wooden belfry and spire sitting on western bay of nave (
or tower base? could not get inside. Remarkable old door with
ironwork including very strange lock)
Vall (Remarkable font -painted as they usually seem to be over
here) apparently showing the Baby Jesus being baptised in a font.
Nave with a big Romanesque central pier carrying the vault,
reminiscent of a mid-mast stave church.
Barlingbo. (12th century lych gate almost like a monastic
gatehouse. Splendid 13th century Rood)
Bro (many wonders, including two medieval lych gates) (both
photographs)
Endre (12th century tower, rest 13th century, medieval lych gate)
Tingstade (locked; very tall tower, with what looks like the ruins of
another church in the graveyard to the north)

Gotland apparently has 92 medieval
churches in all...scope for weeks of
appreciation.
At lunchtime we managed a
Cistercian Abbey near Roma. Quite a
lot of the church stands, a long
rectangle with five bay nave
arcades, then transepts set close to
the east end. Both end walls are
down to about half the height of
their windows. The north transept
survives, the south transept and
cloister square are just footings.
Materials were re-used in a big 18th
century house a little to the southwest, set on a quite different
alignment, where single-storey
blocks flanking the forecourt each
have a good re-set 13th century
doorway. A major arts centre in the summer, today we were the only visitors.
And then back to the infinitely more ancient
past, to the hamlet of Inveriken on the northwest coast, another site recommended in our
fossil book. You drive down past little wooden
summer houses in woods backed by the cliffs of
a raised beach, then the road ends at the coast
and we walked west along marl cliffs beneath
periodic beetling overhangs formed by more
solid reef limestones. Once again mostly corals,
many smoothed ones amongst the beach
pebbles, with better-preserved examples in the
marls, easily picked out where there were
decaying. Gathered a second carrier-bag full
(note will have problems with case weight if we
try and take all these home....)
It has been grey and misty all day, but now drizzle began and steadily
developed into rain, with light fading fast as well. Headed back
south-west towards Visby. Brief diversion following signs to
Lummelundagrottor, we think Sweden's only show cave,
'disappointingly dull and damp' says the Rough Guide, but a major
tourist draw in the season; it is a stream cave, with around 4km
passage altogether, although tourists only see a small part of this.
Everything closed today. Finally to Snack, on the coast 4km north of
Visby; its name suggests a cheap and cheerful cafe but regretfully it is
in fact a great series of luxury modern tourist apartments, with
serried ranks of balconies, like something from St Tropez. However
our fossil book sang of the joys of the strata exposed in a road
cutting. PF donned sodden anorak once more and issued forth into gloom and deluge, and yes there are piles of
muddy shale fragments but it was just too dark and wet to see if they contained worthwhile specimens.
Briefly lost in sprawling modern Visby-outside-the-Walls (its a big place) before finding our way round to the South
Gate, just within which was quite acceptable Chinese restaurant. Early night.

12. 28 March. In Visby again
Sunshine returned, making the quiet offseason streets of Visby a most pleasant place.
First to the conjoined churches of St Per
(Peter) and St Hans (John), various 12th and
13th century builds, but quite ruinous
although all ground plan visible including
marked-out footings of earlier phases
revealed by excavation. The highest standing
parts are the north-west tower of St Hans
(the northern church) and the common wall
between the two aisled naves. All open to
public and a little untended, doggy doings
underfoot.
Headed north across town and stopped to
peer at cloister site on south of St Karin. (the
Franciscan friary). A guy was opening a gate
into a garden on the site; said hello -a happy meeting as he turned out to be Pers, another medieval archaeologist;
his wife is one as well, and they both work for Swedish Heritage. We were invited in to look round. The west range
and a north-south block forming the east part of the south range are still extant and roofed ; there is evidence of
vaulted cloister walks but they have gone. Attached to the south wall of the church east of the cloister is parallel
vaulted chamber (with its floor at a much lower level) in which worked stones from the site are now stored.
Then to the Domkyrke, the city's one still-functioning church, built specifically for the German population. Two-anda-half bay aisled nave, big west tower with the usual flanking stairs (going up too external galleries), big south-west
chapel ( under restoration)'crossing with transepts and two-bay chancel with flanking 13th century towers (cf
Stavanger), the towers all with very Russian-looking onion-dome spires. It all feels a bit restored, but stone does
seem to last well here. The floor is largely paved with grave slabs, some late medieval (and some absolute
enormous), none with crosses other than odd incised hieroglyphs which look a bit like mason's marks or anchors. On
the north a medieval stone gateway, once part of a churchyard wall now gone.
Back for sandwiches at our hotel, after calling in at local Fossil Shop (only sells fossils made into jewellery, but
friendly lady happy to chat and show her collection of Gotland specimens). Then, in glorious spring sunshine, off for
a long long walk! through the old city and north along the shore as far as Snack where we had been last night in
utterly different weather conditions. This time the roadside cutting
yielded some nice bits and pieces including a couple of gastropods.
At the top turned back south, first along a road then a path through
woods below an old cliff line. At one point a path turns up steps to
scale the cliff, and beside it half way up is a cave entrance. PF
attempted exploration using the red focussing beam on his camera;
it gets low after about 10m but is interesting. Old sea cave or a
former conduit? Then cliff top walking to the Visby gallows - three
stone pillars - and then what looked like a medieval tower but
turned out to be an experimental 19th century lime kiln, of a unique
type. On back around the parkland outside the city walls
Ostercentrum, a modern shopping centre outside the East Gate.
Weary EL left on seat and PF went on to find the site of Solberg
Abbey, a Cistercian nunnery. The site, now an open park, has been
excavated and the lines of the walls of the simple cruciform church
and east range marked out - but only just traceable now. The
detached refectory with a kitchen at its south-west corner lay a little
beyond, and here some low walls are exposed. The burial pits for
the 1361 Battle of Visby were around the east end of the church,
excavated in 1905. Just outside the site of the north transept stands
a medieval memorial cross (left) inscribed 'in 1361 on the third day

after St James, the Goths fell into the hands of the Danes. Here they lie. Pray for them'. Some faded flowers lay at its
foot. A taller plain wooden cross stood nearby within the crossing of the nunnery church; this is still a poignant place.
Interestingly, there are information boards on the nunnery but none for the cross or burial pits although these are
located on a plan of the site, which does not show the modern road alongside. The road seems to run over the site
of the burials, which one would have thought should have been afforded a little more respect.
Sometimes when one has trudged so far it is easier to go on trudging than to stop- or at least difficult to start again if
you actually do stop. Back into town. A restored Zundapp 70 motorcycle in a shop window awakened PF nostalgia.
Downhill into St Karen square and an Italian restaurant.
Decent food but slow service, although by way of apology
the desert was offered us 'on the house' so no complaints.
Back aweary, 12 km or so walked.
13. 29 March. Sunday
Grey morning. Went to morning communion at Domkyrke,
congregation of around 70, welcomed (in English) during
notices, service 'almost Anglican' as the priest said ; only
tangible difference was a point where folks individually
took their collection out to the front. Coffee and chat
afterwards; told that it took the Lutherans fifty years for
opposition to women priests to die down...
Emerged into rain, back to hotel for lunch, weather
worsening...keeping us inside until late afternoon when
claustrophobia forced us out into mizzle, which eased for
PF to sketch one of the gable-fronted merchant's houses.
Then to a French cafe for Frenchiefood (right) OK but for
leathery galette. Nice Normandy cider. Darkness falls. Still
wondering how to impose weightlessness spell on fossils.
14. 30 March. Homeward Bound
Three flights, three lots of security, four airports to endure. Cases bursting with specimens; at first (Visby) airport PF
selected - by computer he was told - to have his anorak swab-checked for all known explosives. Thankfully proved
negative. Hope they do not have probes for illicit palaeontological plunder. At the second EL had left her passport on
the previous aeroplane and PF lost his boarding card within seconds of receiving it. At third we escaped the crazy
world of people-in-transit for a couple of hours into Copenhagen to run to earth what is alleged to be the only
medieval building surviving intact in the city, the west range of the Franciscan friary, brick, simple lancets, peering in
a window shows an under croft with a central range of piers carrying a vault. Nothing else seems to survive; the
cloister was on the north of the adjacent Church of the Holy Spirit which represents the monastic church but seems
largely post-medieval. On the north is a lofty tower, in part late 16th century although the top is a c1880 rebuild.
Back through crowded city streets, stopping for a surprisingly decent pizza in a humble semi-.basement pizza
dispensary, then back on train to airport again. Only seating available in bar so PF consumed large plastic beaker of
amber froth-topped liquid to justify presence here and ate what resembled a large chocolate gastropod (resembled
a planospiral gastropod, was chocolate). EL shopped.
The last lap, flying high to avoid 170 mph winds, slight turbulence as we dropped from sunlit heavens to grey and
rainy Newcastle, only problem being EL's innocent case did not arrive with us. PF's heavy guilty fossil-laden one did
(although it did split). Friend gathered us and home. Onslaught of welcoming felines, all well except for elderly
Thomas forgetting his house training, he is pushing thirty we think, so we forgive him, and think the thoughts that
Martin Luther did when washing nappies, I suppose. Grateful for Travelling Mercies throughout
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